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Testimonials of Students and Alumni

"I will never read Paul's letters or the book of Acts the same ever again. From the shoreline of his Macedonian
call, to the city squares where he stood on trial, to the massive pagan temples that must have cast their
shadows over his unimpressive frame - Paul's world came alive. If you can make this trip happen, make it
happen. You will see the power, wisdom, and challenge of the gospel in a whole new way."
Ryan Levis, M.Div., GCTS Alumnus ‘15
“Following the footsteps of Paul was an incredible blessing. I don’t have adequate words to describe how I felt
being in the same places I have read about. It made the pages of Scripture much more alive to me.”
Bill Wilson, D.Min, GCTS Alumnus

“I just want to say thank you to GCTS for committing the resources to promote the amazing adventure we have
just experienced. A special thank you to David and Christine who helped to establish the biblical perspective of
the artifacts of the ancient cities that were visited. Everything was exceptional, from the guides from
Tutku Tours, the flawless arrangements for varied modes of transportation and the quality accommodations and
meals. Whether in seminary or church leadership, this experience will enable you to enthusiastically share the
Word of God in a way you had not previously thought possible.”
Bill Platko, M.D., Current GCTS Student
“This was a trip of a lifetime and I am well-traveled. The Palmers' expertise enhanced our experience and
understanding of each site. What a wonderful way to study Paul's missionary journeys and ministry!”
Ginger Asel, M.Div. & D.Min., GCTS. Alumna, 01
“We continue to rejoice when we think of the time we spent with a special group of people exploring how the
Gospel exploded into the wider world. The Lord used this opportunity in many ways to renew and strengthen
our faith and ministry. Thanks to GCTS for putting this together. Go, you won't regret it.”
Dwight Moore, M.Div., GCTS Alumnus

